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6

Abstract7

To analysis the speed of sending message in Healthcare standard 7 with the use of back8

propagation in neural network. Various algorithms are define in back propagation in neural9

network we can use back propagation algorithm for sending message purpose. Genetic10

Algorithm are used to extract information and send these information with this algorithm11

appears to be fastest method for training moderate sized feed forward neural network. It has a12

very efficient mat lab implementation. The need of this algorithm are used for analysis,13

increase the speed of sending message faster and accurately and more efficiently.14

15

Index terms— medical informatics, cloud computing, genetic algorithm, HL7, back -propagation.16

1 Introduction17

edical Informatics is the sub-discipline of health informatics that directly impacts the patientphysician relation-18
ship.19

It focuses on the information technology that enables the effective collection of data using technology tools to20
develop medical knowledge and to facilitate the delivery of patient medical care. The goal of medical informatics21
is to ensure access to critical patient medical information at the precise time and place it is needed to make22
medical decisions.23

Cloud Computing is the use of computing resources (hardware and software) that are delivered as a service24
over a network (typically the Internet). Cloud computing entrusts remote services with a user’s data, software25
and computation. In the cloud computing using genetic algorithm to extract the meaningful information from a26
large database.27

Cloud computing are used for storing large amount of data in a single sever in a network which can easily and28
faster transfer to all other connected systems. With the use of Genetic algorithm extract meaningful and needed29
data from a large database.30

Genetic Algorithm is used to calculate the fitness value and probability of occurrence. It is used to generate31
useful solutions to optimization and search problems.32

2 II.33

3 Healthcare Standards34

Healthcare standards provides framework for exchanging, integration, sharing and retrieval’s of EHR. These35
standards define how information is packed and communicate from one party to another, setting the languages,36
structure and data types.37

Healthcare standard 7 are mainly used to exchange information and data between systems. The OSI seventh38
layer application is used in this standard and also provides various application protocols to communication39
between system and also exchanging data. These rules cover two broad areas: Back propagation is an abbreviation40
for ”backward propagation of errors” is a common method of training artificial neural network. It is an error41
function and supervised learning method and generalisation of the delta rule. For better understanding, the back42
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propagation learning algorithm can be divided into 2 phases:-Backpropagtion is a method which is used in neural43
network. It can be used in various methods to improve the speed of the system. Neural network using three44
layers that are input, hidden and output layers. Various algorithms are defined in back propagation algorithms45
that are genetic algorithm, simulating algorithm, simplex algorithm and train LM algorithm. The Train LM46
algorithm is the best algorithm from all these algorithms. It can be easily calculate the system performance and47
also provide conversions feature.?48

4 III.49

5 Methodology50

Healthcare data are used in medical field. The healthcare standards are defined some standard formats for those51
data. Healthcare seven standards are defined. We can use the last standard means latest standard seven that are52
based on OSI network seventh layer means application layer. These standard are mainly used for transmitted or53
exchange data between systems. These standard are mainly used the purpose of communication between sender54
and receiver. When we can send the HL7 formatted data with the use of some software we can check their speed,55
efficiency and accuracy of data. HL7 used logical formatted data with the set of rules. The healthcare data56
send between systems. Firsly we proposed that create a cloud which store large number of medical patient data57
after that we can use genetic algorithm to extract information from the large number of data stored in cloud.58
Then sending HL7 formatted data between the systems. Backpropagation algorithm used when sending data to59
improve the speed and accuracy of the system. Back propagation is neural network algorithms that are used60
for fast convergence. In the neural network consist of a set of neurons that can send or transmit data between61
neurons. It consist of three layers input, hidden and output layers. To improve the speed and accuracy of sending62
message we can change the weight value in the hidden layers. Various algorithms are used in back propagation to63
improve speed and accuracy. These algorithms are gradient decent, simulating annealing, simple algorithm and64
train LM algorithm. All these algorithms are training algorithms used for convergences purposes and analyzing65
speed. The Train LM algorithm is the best one all of these algorithms. With this we can improve the efficiency66
of software and send efficiently and accurately HL7 formatted data.67

IV.68

6 Conclusion69

Genetic algorithm is mainly used to provide an optimal solution for a specific search problem. It is used to70
calculate the fitness value. In a cloud computing used with genetic algorithm we can extract information from a71
large database and send these information in the HL7 format in one system to another. To improve the speed72
of the system we can use the back propagation train LM algorithm to improve the speed and accuracy of the73
system it can be easily calculate the performance of the system.74

V.75

7 Future Scope76

Back-propagation is used to improve the performance of the system. If we can use this algorithm in any medical77
or other software then it can be improve the performance of the system. It can be provide better result as compare78
to the other algorithm used in the system. It can be improve system performance, efficiency and accuracy.79
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